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But this does not exhaust the internal dialogism of the word. h one that discourse senses as resistance or support 
enriching the discou~ 

phy of language a r a ~ofound in. Linguistics and the 
passive understandin. u r  ~ ~ ~ ~ a u r s e ,  and moreover rnls ' ce 

anguage, that is, n- 
toward a future answer-word significa IC- 

significance of a given utterance 1s understood 
of language, while its actual meaning is 
background of other concrete utterances 

made Up of contradictory Win- 
All rhetorical forms, mono their compositional stmc ,,, points of view and value judgments-that 1% precisely that 

~ n d  his answer. This orien ;kground that, as we see, complicates the path of any word to- 
(.a toward the listener is 

usually considered the basic cop. ward its objecta Only now this contradictory environment of alien 
tive feature of rhetorical discourse.l0 It is highly significant words is present to the speaker not in the object, but rather in the 
hetoric that this rela ' ard the concrete listener, consciousness of the listener, as his apperceptive background, 
'g him into a c c o e s h i p  that enters into &e prepant with responses and objections. And every Utterance is 
internal conspction of rhetorical discourse. This afiented toward this background of understanding, 
toward an answer is open, blatant and concrete. I which is 

not a linguistic background but rather one composed 
is Open orientation toward the listener and his answer in ev. fi-rcific and emotional expressions. There occurs a new 

eryday dialogue and i ical forms has attracted the atten counter between the utterance and an alien word1 which tion of linguists. ~ u t  :re this has been the case, linguistl akes itself felt as a new and unique influence on its style. 
have by and large gott, rther than the compositional form! A passive understanding of linguistic meaning is no under- 

which the listener is taken into account; they have not soughl Inding at all, it is only the abstract aspect of meaning- But even 
influence from more profound meaning and style. They more concrete passive understanding of ining of the 
have taken into consideration only those aspects of style deter terance, an understanding of the speaker's )n insofar as 
mined demands for comprehensibility and clarity-that is, at understanding purely passive, purely r cceptive, cnn- 
precisely those aspects that are deprived of any internal dialo butes nothing ne word under consideration, only 1 

gismt that take the listener for a person who passively under. ring it, seeking, a! t ambitious, merely the full repro( 
stands but not for one who actively answers and reacts. of that which 1s given in the word-even such 

The listener and his response are regularly taken into account Iderstanding never goes beyond the boundaries of the word's 
when it comes to everyday dialogue and rhetoric, but every orhe* 

,ntext and in no way the word. Therefore, insofar as 
of discourse as well is oriented toward an understanding that le speaker operates with such a passive understandine, nothing 
spOnsive'J-altho~gh this orientation is not particularized :w can be introduced into his discourse; there cal new 

act and is not ~~mpos i t iona l l~  marked. R ~ .  ,pects in his discourse relating to concrete obiec :mo- 
ive understanding is a fundamental force. one that partici- anal expressions. lndeed the purely negative dema .h as 
in the f o ~  an active ,uld only emerge from a passive understanding (for instance, a 

ted for greater clarity, more persuasiveness, more vividness and , fonh), leave the speaker in his own personal context, within 
is own boundaries; such negative demands are completely im- 

rid 
lanent in the speaker's  OW^ discourse and d his 

re 
:rnantic or expressive self-sufficiency. 
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I In the actual life of speech, every concrete act of 1 andug 
is active: it assimilates the word to be understooc ts own 
conceptual system filled with specific objects and nal ex- 
~ressions, and 1s indissolubly merged with the response, with a 
motivated agreement or disagreen tent, primacy 
3elongs to the response, as the act it creates the 
ground for understanding, it p r e p a ~ ~  l;ruuIlu ror an active and 
engaged lnding. Understanding comes to fruition only 
in the rc Understanding and response are dialectically 
merged lllu~ually condition each other; one is impossible 
~ i t h o u t  the other. 

Thus an active understanding, one that assimilates the 
lnder consideration into a new conceptual system, that of the 
one striving to understand, establishes a se c lnter- 
relationships, consonances and dissonance rd and 
enriches it with new elements. 1t is precisel ,stand- 
ing that the speaker counts on. Therefore his orientation toward 
the listener is an orientat~on toward a specific conceptual hori- 
zon, toward the specific world of the listener; it introduces totally 
new elements into his discourse; it is in this way, after all, that 
various different points of view, conceptual horizons, systems 
for providing expressive accents, various social "languages" come 
to interact with one another. The speaker strives to get a read- 
ing on his own word, and on his own co that 
determines this word, within the alien con f the 
understanding receiver; he enters into didlvSlLdl ~cldLluIlships 
with certi eaker breaks through 
the alien r, constructs his own 
utterance y, agalnsr nis, me listener's, appercep- 
tive background. 

TWe~-for_m_of-internal diala fft 
from that form determind ti? an ( 1 1  

m=i-fhe&@ct -- itself: here it is not the object that .,r;l as the ---c. 

arena for the encounter, but rather the suijective b<EfsySfeemmof 
- -fiS%&@sm b<arsa more s u T ~ i t i v 6  psycho- 

and (frequently) random character, sometimes crassly ac- 
commodating, sometimes tively polemical. Very often, 
especially in the rhetorical his orientation toward the lis- 

and the related l n t e r r ~ ~  ulalogism of the word may simply 
0' IW the object: the strong point of any concrete listener 
b( 1 self-sufficient focus of attention, and one that inter- 
f e  the word's creative work on its referent. 
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~lthough they 1 their essentials and give rise to varying 
stylistic effects j Irse, the dialogic relationship toward an 
&en word withi ject and the relationship toward an alien 
word in the anticipated answer of the listener can, nevertl 
be very tightly interwoven with each other, becon 
distinguishable during stylistic analysis. 

~ h ~ s ,  discourse in Tolstoy is characterized by a sharp l l ~ b - ~ ~ - - -  

dialogism, and this discourse is moreover dialogiz - e belief 
system of t@-L&-~~hose peculiar semantic -- resslve 4 
characteristics Tolstoy acutely senses-as well as In ulr: object. 
fiese two lines of dialogization (having in most cases polemical 
overtones) are tightly interwoven in his style: even in the most 
"lyrical,, expressions and the most "epic" descriptions, T o l s t o ~ ' ~  
discourse harmonizes and disharmonizes (more often disharmo- 
nizes] with various aspects of the heteroglot socio-verbal con- 
sciousness ensnaring the object, while at the same time,&m- 
ically invading the reader's belief and evaluative systerl?, m g  

I 
to stun and destroy the apperceptive background of t h e d e r ' s  
ac ' oy is an heir of the eigth This propagandizing 
lmpulse mes leads to a narrowing-down of heteroglot so- 

con! Less (against which Tolstoy polemicizes) to the 
consciousness of his immediate contemporary, a contemporarY of 
the day and not of the epoch; what follows from this is a radical 
concretization of dialogization (almost always undertaken in the 
service of a polemic). For this reason Tolstoy's dialogization, no 
matter how acutely we sense it in the expressive profile of his 
style, sometimes requires special historical or litera~vcopq?_men- 
tavqre are not s u e  with what precisely a given tone is in bar- 
mony or disha for this dissonance or consonance has 
entered into th fe project of creating a style." It is true 
that such extre creteness (which approaches at time the 
feuilleton) is present only in those secondary aspects, the over- 
tones of internal dialogization in Tolstoy's discourse. I 

rn those of the internal dialogization of dl 
that we have chosen (the internal. as contrasted with the exter- 
nal, compositionally marked, ( 

allen word, to an alien utteranc 
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style. Style organically contains within itself indices Enat reach 
outside itself, a corresponc its own elements and the ele- 
ments of an alien context. :ma1 politics of style (how the 
elements are put together] la ue~crmined by its external polltics 
its relatic 1. Discourse lives, as it were, - 1 context and another, alien, 

7 5  any actual dialogue the rejoinder also leads such a double 
life: it is structured and conceptualized in the context of the di- 
alogue as a whole, which consists of its own utterances ("own" 
from the point of view of the speaker) and of alien utterances 
{those of the partner). One excise the rejoinder from this 
combined context made uy 3 own words and the words of 
another without losing its scuac and tone. It is an organic part of a 
heteroglot unity. 

The phenomeno logization, as we have said, is 
present to a greater ur lesser extent in all realms of the life of the 
word. But if in extra-artistic prose (everyday, rhetorical, scholarly] 
dialogization usually stands apart, crystallizes into a special kind 
of act of its own and runs its course in ordinary dialogue or in 
other, compositionally clearly marl xing and po- 
lemicizing with the discourse of anl 

- 
we have said, the internal dialogization of discourse L3 l l U L  i)ut to 
artistic use, it does not enter into the work etic object," 
and is artificially extinguished in poetic dis n the novel, 
however, this internal dialogization becomes une 01 me most fun- 
damental s stic 
elaboratior 

But intei 1 ~a11 uecume sucn a crucial force for 
creating; fo where individual differences and contradic- 
tic by social heteroglossla, where dialogic rever- 
be --L ond';i?he sernantii-heights of discourse (as 
happclla 111 me rnetorical genres) but penetrate the deep strata of 
d&course, dialogize - - - -  languag CU- 

I 1 la language has (the internal form of discourse)-where the 
alogue of voices arises I out of a social dialogue of "lan- 3 

I 
I 

guages," where an alien :e begins to sound like a socially 
alien language, where tllc  tation ion of the word among alien 
utterances changes into among social1 
alien languages within td the same na- 

tional language. 
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In ge tic in the narrow sense, tl: 
gizatio not put to artistic use, tl 
cient unto itself and does not presume alien utterances oeyurlu l L 3  

own boundaries. Poetic style is by convention suspended from 
any mutual interaction with alien discourse, any allusion to alien 
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discourse. 
Any way whatever of alludin, n languages, to the pos- 

sibility of another vocabulary, ar :manticst other syntactic 
forms and so forth, to the p o s s i l u ~ ~ ~  "1 other linguistic points of 
view, is equally foreign to poetic style. It follows that any sense of 
the boundedness, the historicity, the social determination and 
specificity of one's own language is alien to poetic style, and 
therefore a crit Lified relationship to one's own language 

place in the poetic style of his work without destroying that 
' 

style, without transposing it into a prosaic key and in the process 
turning the pol writer of prose. 
In poetic ger stic consciousness-unde 

of all the author s ~cl~lilntic and expressive intenl 

each expression according to its unn 
ing (as it were, "without quotatiun I ~ I ~ ~ K s " ] ,  that is, as a 
tnd direct expression of his own intention. No matter what 
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such possibilities are limited: 4 certain latitude for heteroglossia 
e m ~ ~ e s - i n  the satiric and-comic 
g m e r s .  Nevertheless, heteroglossia (other socio-ideo- 
logical languages) can be introduced into purely poetic genres, 

J 
primarily in the speeches of characters. But in such a context it is 
objective. It appears, in essence, as a thing, it does not lie on the 
some plane with the real language of the work: it is the depicted 
gesturc of the characters and does not apl 
of the ing the depicting. Elements of he 
here nw 111 LUG capacity of another language carrylng its own p a -  
ticular points of view, about which one can say things not ex- 
pressible in one's own language, but rather in the capacity of a 
depicted thing. Even when speaking of alien things, the poet 
speaks in his ownlanguage. To shed light on an alien world, he 
never resorts to an alien language, even though it might in fact be 
more adequate to that world. Whereas the writer of prose, by con- 
trast-as we shall see-attempts to talk about even his own 
world in an alien language (for example, in the nonliterary lan- 
guage of the teller of tales, or the representative of a specific so- 
cio-ideological ' he often measures his own world by alien 
linguistic stan 

As a conseq love& 
language of voeuc gcnrcs, W I ~ C U  LIIG)I appluaih their stylistic 
l i m p  often becomes authoritarian, dogmatic and conservativp, 9 

not accept the given literary language, will sooner resort to the 
Rcial creation of a .page specifically for poetry than 
vill to the exploita .ctual available social dialects. So- 
languages are filleu wlrlr specific objects, typical, socially lo- 

callzed and limited, while the artificial- :d lanmage of po- 
etry must be a directly intentional lang singular. 

Thus, when Russian prose writers at tl :he twen- 

"agonies of the word" the poet endured in 1 ation, 
in the finished work language is an obedien quate 
to the author's intention. 

The language in a s  -- as something 
about which there can bc tbt, something that cannot be 
disputed, something all-e: sing. Everything that the poet 
s e e s i e ?  through the eyes of a given 
language, in its inner forms, and there is nothing that might re- 
quire, for its expression, the help of any other or alien language. 
The language of the poetic genre is a unitary and singular Ptol- 
emaic world outside of which nothing el ; and nothing 
else is needed. The concept of many world: lage, all equal 
in their ability to conceptualize and to be e~prcss~ve, is organical- 
ly denied to poetic style. 

I The world of poetry, no how many contradictions and 
insoluble conflicts the pocr uevelops within it, is always il- 
11 ~ - by one unitary and indisputable discourse. Contradic- 
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lflicts and doibts remain-in the ob'ect, in th=in 
jeriences-in short, in the su ject matter-but they dn - - _bl_ 

n-he language itself. I n m v e n  discourse about 
1 doubts must be cast in a discourse that cannot be doubtd. 

To take respo-e language of the work as a whole 

group); 
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es ment 
n--..r..,r at all of its points as its language, to assume a full solidarity with 

ach of the work' s, tones, nuances-such is the funda- 
nental prerequisit :tic style; style so conceived is fully ad- 
quate to a single language and a single linguistic consciousness. 
'he poet is not able to oppose his own poetic consciousness, his 
wn intentions to the language that he uses, for he is completely 
rithin it and therefore cannot turn it into an object to be per- 

ceived, reflected upon or related to. Language is present to him 
only from inside, in the work it does to effect its intention, and 
not from outside, in its objective specificity and boundedness. 
Within the limits of poetic style, direct unconditional inten- 
tionality, language at its full weight and the objective display of 
language (as a socially and historically limited linguistic reality) 
"re all simultaneous, but incompatible. The unity and singularity 
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;e are the indispensable prerequisites for a I ~n df 
(but not objectively typifying) intentional ality 

r pveric style and of its monologic steadfastness. 
This does not mean, of course, that heteroglossia or even a for- 
gn language is completely shut out of a poetic work. To be sure, 
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to which poetlc genres asplre; in concrete examples of poet lt 

is possible to find feature: :ntal to prose, and numerous ny~r las  of 
various generic t.ypes exist e especial1 ,ods of shift 
in literary poetic language 
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eth century began to show a profound interest in dialects ---' 
:az, the Symbolists (Bal'mont, V. Ivanov) and later tE 
eamed of creating a special "language of poetry," and 
periments directed toward creating such a lanmagt: \mas- -. 
Khlebnikov). 
The idea of a spe : of poetry is 
:ypical uto ian pl -4 c111c: or-e: it is grounded 

in the actual con ltions and demands of poetic style, I is al- 
ways a style adequately serviced by one directly intc 11 lan- 
guage from whose point of view other languages ( c o ~  ional, 
'--1siness and prose languages, amon ) are perceived as ob- 

:ts that are in no way its equal. l3  T jf a "poetic language" 
yet another expression of that ss emaic conception of 

.AAe linguistic and stylistic T---'-' 
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Coila~ruusrless or me verDal artist ,, never unitary. It is 
unitary only as an abstract grammatical system of normative 
forms, taken in isolation from the concrete, ideological con- 
ceptualizations that fill it, and in isolation from the uninter- 
rupted process of historical becoming that is a characteristic of all 
living language. Actual social life and historical becominz create 
within an abstractly unitary national lannuaee a multitude af - 
concrete worlds, a multitude of bounded verbal-idel and 
s ~ ~ i e ~ e m s ;  within these various systems 1 in 
the abstract) are elements of language filled with var: 

. -. .an- 
tic and axiological content and each with its I sent  sound. 

Literary language-both spoken and writ :bough it is 
unitary not only in its shared, abstract, lin, narkers but 
also in its forms for conceptualizing these absrract markers, is it- 
self stratified and heteroglot in its aspect as an expres! ?m, 
that is, in the forms that carry its meanings. 

This s w o n  is accomplished first of all by the ,pGLl,lL or- 
g a n i s m s d k d g a m s .  Certain features of lan :xicological, 
semantic, syntactic) will knit together with i ~tional aim, 
and with the overall accentual system in her ell^ 111 u~ le  or another 
gen nres, 
the )r, fi- 

sive systc 
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13. Such was the point of view 
in the Middle Ages. 
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nally, the various genres of high literature. Certain features of lan- 
guage take on the specific flavor of a given genre: they knit to- 
gether with specific points of view, specific approaches, forms of 
thinking, nuances and accents characteristic of the given genre. 

In addition, there is interwoven with this generic stratification 
of language a professional stratification of language, in the broad 
sense of the term "professional": the language of the lawyer, the 
doctor, the businessman, the politician, the public education 
teacher and so forth, and these sometimes coincide with, and 
sometimes depart from, the stratification into genres. It goes 
without saying that these languages differ from each other not 
only in their vocabularies; they involve specific forms for man- 
ifesting intentions, forms for making conceptualization and eval- 
uation concrete. And even the very language of the writer (the 
poet or novelist) can be taken as a proft n a par 
with professional jargons. 

What is important to us here is the lnrentlurlal urlllcnsions, 
that is, the denotative and expressive dimension of the "shared" 
language's stratification. It is in fact not the neutral linguistic 
components of language being stratified and differentiated, but 
rather a situation in which the intentional possibilities of lan- 
guage are being expropriated: these possibilities are realized 
specific directions, filled with specific content, they are ma 
concrete, particular, and are permeated with concrete value judg- 
ments; they knit together with specific objects and with the be- 
lief systems of certain genres of expression and points of view pe- 
culiar to particular professions. Within these points of view, that 
is, for the speakers of the language themselves, these generic lan- 
guages and professional jargons are directly intentional-they 
denote and express directly and fully, and are capable of express- 
ing themselves without mediation; but outside, that is, for those 
not participating in the given purview, these languages may be 
treated as objects, as typifactions, as local color. For such out- 
siders, the intentions permeating these languages become things, 
limited in their meaning and expression; they attract to, or excise 
from, such language a particular word-making it difficult for the 
word to be utij out any 
qualifications. 

But the situation is rar r ru~r l  c md pro- 
fessional stratification of the common literary language. Al- 
though at its very core literary language is frequently socially ho- 

tional w, 
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en possible to have a family jargon define tne soc;letal.limit- 
anguage, as, for instance, the jargon of the Irtenevs in Tolsi 
th its special vocabulary and unique accentual system. 
And finally, at any given moment, languages of various epocns 
d periods of socio-ideological life cohabit with one another. 
en languages of the day exist: one could say that today's and 
sterday's socio-ideological and political "day" do not, in a cer- 
m sense, share the same language; every day represe her 
cio-ideological semantic "state of affairs," another ar y, 
other accentual system, with its own slogans, its c s of 
signing b d praise. Poetry depersonalizes "days" in lan- 
age, whi' as we shall see, often deliberately intensifies 
fference 1 them, gives them embodied representgtion 
d dialogj -1em to one another in unresolvable 
zlogues. 
Thus at a l existen rage 
heteroglot rrom top ru LJULLULI~. AL I G ~ I G J G ~ ~ ~ S  the co-existence of 
cio-ideological contradictions between t :nt and the 
st, between differing epochs of the pas< en different 
cio-ideological groups in the present, berween tendencies, 
hools, circles and so forth, all given a bodi 
~ages" of heteroglossia intersect each o the~ 
rming new socially typifying "lanwages." 
Each of these "languages" a methodol- 
y very different from the :d in a com- 
etely different principle for IIlaIKJ ~d for estab- 
;hing units (for some this principle is functional, ii 

- 
it is 

e principle of theme and content, in yet others it lerly 

leaking, a socio-dialectological principle). Therefo ages 
not exclude each other, but rather intersect with eacn ozner in 

 any different ways (the U language, the language of the 
)ic poem, of early Syrnboli le student, of a particular gen- 
ation of children, of the 1~11-ul-the-mill ;-+-11-stual, of the 
ietzschean and so on). It might even seer vord 
anguage" loses all meaning in this pro :ntly 
lere is no single plane on which all these larlruarca l l l ~ w ~ t  be 
xtaposed to one another. 
In actual fact, however, there does exist : 
~ethodologicallv iustifies our juxtaposing tnem: all languag__ _ 

:teroglos : principle underlying them and mak- 
~g each u i c  points of view on the world, forms 

mogeneous, as the oral and written language of a dominant social 
group, there is nevertheless always present, even here, a certain 
degree of social differentiation, a social stusificati~n, that in 
other eras can become extremely acute. Social stratification may 
here and there coincide with 1 md profe stratifica- 
tion, but in essence it is, of CI thing co 7 autono- 
mous and peculiar to itself. 

;ial stratification is also and primarily determined by dif- 
:es between the forms used to convey meaning and between 
xpressive planes of various belief systems-that is, strat- 

ification expresses itself in typical differences s used to 
conceptualize and accentuate elements of lan .nd strat- 
ification may not violate the abstractly linguist :tological 
unity of the shared lite Wage. 

What is more, all so yificant world views have the ca- 
pacity to exploit the in 1 possibilities of language through 
the medium of their speclnc concrete instancing. Various tenden- 
cies (artistic and otherwise), circles, journals, particular news- 
papers, even particular significant artistic works and individual 
persons are all capable of stratifying language, in proportion to 
their social significance; they are capable of ati ~ t s  words 
and forms into their orbit by means of their o ~cteristic 
intentions and accents, and in so doina to a certal~l cxrent alienat- 
ing th s, parties, artistic 
works 

Evek suclauy slgnincanr: verDal perrormance has the ability- 
sometimes for a long period of time, and for a wide circle of per- 
sons-to infect with its own intention certain aspects of language 
that had been affected by its semantic and expressive impulse, 
imposing on them specific semantic I K- 
iological overtones; thus, i t  can s, 
praise-words and so forth. 

I- -ny given historical moment or vcr~al-iaeological hre, each 
 tio on at each social level has its own language; moreover, 
age group has as a matter of fact its own language, its own 

vu~aualary, its own particular accentual system that, in their 
turn, vary depending on social level, academic institut le 
language of the cadet, the high school student, the tradc 11 
student are all different languages) and other stratifying ~auurs. 
All this is brought about by socially typifying languages, no mat- 
ter how narrow the social circle in which they are spoken. It is 
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for conceptualizing the world in words, specific world views, 
each characterized by its own objects, meanings and values. As 
such they all may be juxtaposed to one another, mutually supple- 
ment one another, contradict one another and be interrelated di- 
alogically. As such they encounter one another and co-exist in the 
consciousness of real people-first and foremost, in the creative 
consciousness of people who write novels. As such, these lan- 
guages live a real life, they struggle and evolve in an environment 
of social heteroglossia. Therefore they are all able to enter into 
the unitary plane of the novel, which can unite in itself parodic 
stylizations of generic languages, various forms of stylizations 
and illustrations of professional and period-bound languages, the 
languages of particular generations, of social dialects and others 
(as occurs, for examule, in the English comic novel). They may all - - 
be drawn 3 t  for the orchestration of his themes 
and for th :ect) expression of his intentions and 
values. 

This is why we constantly put forward the referential and ex- 
pressive-that is, intentional-factors as the force that stratifies 
and differentiates the common literary lanmage, and not the lin- 
guistic markers (lexical coloration, ic overtones, etc.) of 
generic languages, professional jar d so forth-markers 
that are, so to speak, the sclerotic depus~rs of an intentional pro- 
cess, signs left behind on the path of the real living project of an 
intention, rticular way it imparts meaning to general lin- 
guistic nor !se e e r n a l  markers, linguistically observable 
and fixable, cannor in themselves be understood or studied with- 
out understanding the specific conceutualization the Ken 
given by an intention. 

Discourse lives, as it were, beyond itself, in a living lrnpulse 
[napravlennost'] toward the object; if we detach ourselves com- 
pletely from this impulse all we have Ieft is the naked corpse of 
the word, from which we can learn nothing at all about the social 
situation or the fate of a given word in life. To study the word as 
such, ignoring the impulse that reaches out beyond it, is  just as 
senseless as to study psychological experience outside the con- 
text of that real life toward which i t  :h it 
is determined. 

By stressing the intentional dimer rlun ~n uter- 
ary language, we are able, as has been said, to locate in a single 
series such methodologically heterogeneous phenomena as pro- 
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fessional and social dialects, world views and individual artistic 
works, for in their intentional dimension 
plane on which they can all be juxtapo 
alogically. The whole matter consists in rrle laLr 
be, bet7 nguages," highly specific dialogic relations; no 
matter I ie languages are conceived, they may all be taken 
as parti nts of view on the world. However varied the so- 
cial forces doing the work of stratification-a profession, a genre, 
a particular tendency, an individual personality-the work itself 
everywhere comes down to the (relatively) protracted u l y  
rn-1 (collective) saturat-language with d n d  
consequently limiting) I-. The longer this 
stratifying saturation goes on, the broader the social circle en- 
compassed by it and consequently the more substantial the social 
force bringing about such a stratification of language, then the 
more shar~lv focused and _stable will be those traces, the linguis- 
tic changes in the language markers (linguistic symbols), that are 
left behind in language i It of this ~rce's activity- 
from stable (and consec social) s nuances to au- 
thentic dialectological mar~crs (phone rphological and 
others), which permit us to speak of particular social dialects. 

As a result of the work done by all these stratifying forces in 
language, there are no "neutral" words and forms-words and 
forms that can belong to "no one"; language has been completely 
taken over, shot through with intentions and accents. For any in- 
dividual consciousness living in it, language is not an abstract 
system of normative forms but rather a concrete heteroglot con- 
ception of the world. All words have the "taste" of a profession, a 
genre, a tendency, a party, a particular work, a particular person, a 
---=-ation, an age group, the day and hour. Each word tastes of 

or I contexts in which it has lived its socially charged 
all md forms are populated by intentions. Contextual 

- -_ >ohes \gcl l~r i~ ,  tendentious, individualistic) are inevitable in 
the word. 

As a living, socio-idec 
ion, language, for the i 
derline between oneself and thl The word in language is 
half someone else's. It becom hen the 
speaker populates it with his accent, 

he appropriates the word, aaaprlng lr to uvvu *emantic 
pressive intention. Prior to this moment of appropriation, 
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the word does not exist in a neutral and impersonal language (it is 
not, after all, out of a dictionary that the speaker gets ~rds!), 
but rather it exists in other people's mouths, in ot oplels 
contexts, serving other people's intentions: it is fro111 ruere that 
one must : word, and make it one's own. And not s 
words for ji ne submit equally easily to this appropriatio 
to this sei: I transformation into private property: ma1 
words stubbornly resist, others remain alien, sound foreign in tl 
mouth of the one who appropriated them and who now speal 
them; they cannot be assimilated into his context and fall out 
it; it is as if they put themselves in )n marks against tl 
will of the speaker. Languag medium that pass1 
freely and easily into the pr the speaker's inte; 
tions; it is populated-ove~~u~u~a~eu-wlrh the intentions 
others. Expropriating it, forcing it to submit to one's own inte~ 
tions and accents, is a difficult and complicated process. 

We have so far proceeded on the assumption of the abstract-1i1 
guistic (dialectological) unity of literary language. Bu a li 
erary language is anything but a closed dialect. Withi sco~ 
of literary language itself there is already a more or less snarp! 
defined boundary bc :veryday-conversational language ar 
written language. 1 ons between genres frequently coil 
cide with dialect01u~lr;ar uistinctions (for example, the high- 
Church Slavonic-and the low-conversational-genres of tf 
eighteenth century); finally, certain dialects may be legitimize 
in literature and thus to a certain extent be appropriated by lite 
ary languag 
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closed soc iu- l~ l l~ula~1~ systems; tm are aerormea ana in kact 
cease to be that which they had been simply as dialects. On the 
o-~se alaiects, on entering the literary language and 
p-ithin it heir own d&tolov&lasticity, thef- 
0-nguagedness, have the effect of deforming theTiterar 
1 - e w t o  be that which it had been, a closed sc 
cio-linguistic system. Literary languse is a highly distinctiv- 
phenomenon, as is the l ~ t i c  consciousness of the educated . . . p-erson whn - a L  within it, ~ntentional diversity of speech 
~[raznoretivost'] (which is present in every living dialect as a 
closed system) is transformed into diversity of language Ira21 

- - .  
jazytie]; what results is not a single language but a dialogue --- -- 
languages. 

I1ati~nal literary language of a people with a highly devel- 
oped art of prose, especially if it is novelistic prose with a rich and 
tension-filled verbal-ideological history, is in fact an organized 
microcosm that reflectsth~macrocosm not only of national het- 
ere$-, but ---. of European heteroglossia as well. The unity of a Jla 
literary language is not a unity of a single, closed language sys- 

' 

tern, but is rather a w j y  specific unity of several "languages" $ 
that have established contact and mutual recognition with each 
o t h e ~ m e ~ ~ o T - w x k h  is poetic language in the narrow 
sense). Precisely this constitutes the peculiar nature of the meth- 
odological problem in literary language. 

Concrete socio-ideological language consciousness, as it be- . / 
comes creative-that is, as it becomes active as literature-dis- 
cnvers itself already surrounded by heteroglossia and not at 

- 
- - . - - - - 

single, un i ta r -ang~age~invio lab le  -- -- and indisputable. The ac- 
tively literary linguistic consciousness at all times and every- 
where (that is, in all epochs of literature historically available to 

:hout wri 
ical becc 
ig a lane 

us) comes upon "languages," and not language. Consciousness 
M s  i t s e l f L n t a h W a - a u . t a . -  
language. With each literary-verbal performance, consciousness 
m i t  actively orient itself amidst heteroglossia, it must move in 
and occupy a position for itself within it, it chooses, in other 
words, a "language." Only by remaining in a closed environment, 
one wit iting or thought, completely off the maps of socio- 
ideolog ~ming, could a man fail to sense this activity of 
selectir ;uage and rest assured in the inviolability of his 
own language, the conviction that his language is predetermined. 

Even such a man, however, deals not in fact with a single lan- 
guage, but with languages-except that the place occupied by 
each of these languages is fixed and indisputable, the movement 
from one to the other is predetermined and not a thought process; 
it is as if these languages were in different chambers. They do not 
collide with each other in his consciousness, there is no attempt 
to coordinate them, to 1 ne of these languages through the 
eyes of another languag 

Thus an illiterate peas all^, llliles away from any urban center, 
naively immersed in an unmoving and for him unshakable every- 
day world, nevertheless lived in several language systems: he 
prayed to God in one language (Church Slavonic), sang songs in 
another, spoke to his family in a third and, when he began to dic- 
tate petitions to the local authorities through a scribe, he tried 

ook at 01 

e. 
.---A -. 
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speaking yet a fourth language (the official-literate language, "pi 
per" language). All e different languages, even from th 
point of view of abs io-dialectological markers. But thes 
languages were not dialogically coordinated in the linguistic cor 
sciousness of the peasant; he passed from one to the other witk 
out thinking, automatically: each was indisputably in its ow 
place, and the place of each was indisputable. He was not yet abl 
to regard one language (and the verbal world corresponding to i~ 
through the eyes of another language (that is, the language of el 
eryday life and the everyday world with the language of prayer c 
song, or vice versa).14 

As soon as a critical interanimation of languages began to occu 
in the consciousness of our peasant, as soon as it became clez 
that these were not onlv various different lan~~e-&ute_ven ir 

texnallv variegated languages, that~the_lde~logical~syst_ems 2 

a p p r o a _ c _ h e ~ t o ~ d - f h Z t ~ ~ r e  - ind&solubl~connected k 
these languages contradicted each other and in no way could1 - 
inpeaCFiiiT@iCet-~ith one another-then the inviol&ility an -_ -- - - 
predetermined quality oTtX&e Lnguages came to an end, and th -- -- - L nec;eesSsi~of~activeiy -- - choqsing~one~s~orientntinnong_~ 
began. 
Ylie language and world ( ; the language a1 .lc 

song, the language and worl br and everyday 1 ' s 
cific language and world of local authorities, the new languag 
and world of the IA -a) 
these languages and stat 
of peaceful and moriuullu equilibrium and revealeu me speech dl 
versity in each. 

Of course the actively literary linguistic consciousness come 
upon an even more varied and profound heteroglossia within li 
erary language itself, as well as outside it. Any fundan stud 
of the stylistic life of the word must begin with thi: fac 

6 The nature of the heteroglossia encountered and t h ~  I I L G ~ ~ S  b 
which one I meself i r  listi 
life that the ill lead. 

f The poet 1s a purr insofar as ne accepts me idea of a unitary an1 

ub- plar language and a unitary, mo el 

b* 
e. These ideas are immanent in tl ~cl 

he works. In a condition of actual contradiction, these are what 
determii leans of orientation open to the poet. The poet 
must ass omplete single-personed hegemony over his own 
language, 11s L U U S ~  assume equal responsibility for each one of its 
aspects and subordinate his own, and only his own, in- 
tentions. Each word mu :ss the poet's meaning directly 
and without mediation; mere must be no distance between the 
poet anc ,d. The meaning must emerge from language as a 
single ir 11 whole: none of its stratification, its speech di- 
versity, )thing of its language diversity, may be reflected 
in any fundamental way in his poetic work. 

To achieve this, the pc 5 the word of others' intentions, 
he uses only such words ns (and only in such a way) that 
they lose their link with ~ u l l ~ l c t e  intentional levels of language 
and their connection with specif rts. Behind the words of 
a poetic work one should not ser :ypical or reified images 
of genres (except for the given poetic gc~lre), nor professions, ten- 
dencies, directions (except the direction chosen by the poet him- 
self), nor world views [except for the unitary and singular world 
view of the poet himself), nor typical and individual images of 
speaking persons, their speech mannerisms or typical intona- 
tions. Everything that enters the work must immerse itself in 
Lethe, and forget its previous life in any other contexts: language 

.el only its life in poetic contexts (ir mtexts, 
ve .onCrete reminiscences are possib 
:a .re always exists a limited sphere 

e contex - L connection with them must u c  u c ~ r u c r -  

idenced :se. But these contexts are purely 
ic and, s ~ t e d  in the abstract; in their lin- 

guistic dimension cney are l~rl~ersonal or at least no particularly 
concrete linguistic specificity is sensed behind them, no particu- 
lar manner of speech and so forth, no socially typical linguistic 
face (the ~ossible personality of the narrator) need peek out from 
behind ,verywhere there is only one face-the lii 
face of or, answering for every word as if it were 1 
No matter n u w  multiple and varied these semantic and accenruar 
threads, associations, r ;orrelations that emerge 
from every poetic word, le conceptual horizon, is 
sufficient to them all; tnerc 1s 1 of heteroglot social con- 

What is more, the ~ e t i c  symbol (for 
le, the unfolding iely this 
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Lnguage of the prose writer deploys itself according to de- 
greater or lesser proximity to the author and to his ulti- 

mate semantic instantiation: certain aspects of language directly 
and unrnediatedly express (as in poetry) th tic and expres- 
sive intentions of the author, others refrac intentions; 
writer of prose does not meld completely v of these words, 
but rather accents eacb nf them in a particular w a y - w y  
ironically, parodically and so forth; l5 yet another group may stand 

cies, particular individuals, the social sl 
guage-diversity (dialects) of language-r 

e novel 

establishs its own s~ecial order within it 
unique 

artistic system, 
al theme of the 

author. 
Thus a prose wnter c; 

his own work, while at the same time distancing nlrnsels, 111 v a l  y - 
ing degrees, from the different layers and aspects of the work. --. He 
can make use of language without wholly giving himself up to it, 
he may treat it as sem-allen or comvletely alien to himself, while 
compelling language ultimately e all his own intentions. 
The author does not speak in : ,anpage (from which he 
distances himself to a greater or lcsscr degree), but he speaks, 
as it were, t! 
more or less r 

unity of language, an unmediated correspondence with its object, 
Social diversity of speech, were it to arise in the work and stratify 
its language, would make impossible both the normal develop 
ment and the activity of symbols v 

The very rhythm of poetic genre 
PPre- ciable degree of stratification. Rhy .11,, vy crearing an unmedi- 

ated involvement I every aspect of the accentual system 
of the whole (via t immediate rhythmic unities), destroys 
in embryo those s brlds of speech and of persons that are 
potentially embedded in the word: in any c; defi- nite limii zm, does not let them u ~lize. 
Rhythm t I strengthen and concent: the 
wity and ilcrrr~eri~ quality of the I - td of 
he unitary language that this style 
As a result of this work-strippi :e of ie intentions and accents of other p~up15 uescruylng ail traces of 

)cia1 heteroglossia and diversity of language-a tension-filled 
nity of l a n g u w w k .  This unity may 
E naive, and present only in those extremely rare epochs of po. 
try, when poetry 1 ,et exceeded the limits of 2 uni- 
~ r y  undifferentiat 1 circle whose language i 100 
,ere not yet strati1 -e often than not, we ~ X ~ ~ A L L L I L G  a mo- 

found and conscious tension throunh whic letic 
language o m  es trom the heteroglot 

zse rary languaxe c o n t e m  
poet proceeds. The novelist working in prose 

(and almost any prose writer) takes letely different path. 
He welcomes the heteroglosgand e diversity of the lit- 
eig;lrmexnafiterary language into his own work not only not 
weakening them but even i n m i n e  t b  (for he interacts 
with their particular self-Zonsciousness). It is in fact out of this 
stratification of language, its speech diversity and even lanmage 
di1 ~nstructs his style, while at the sa : he 
mi 
, . r of his own creative personality a1 litv 
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ventriloquates. 
The prose writer as a novelist does not strip away the inten- 

tions of others from the heteroglot language of his works, he does 
not violate those socio-ideological cultural horizons [big and lit- 

:lot lana --ather. he 
F 

versity, t: 
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hat he cc 
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ality the full semantic charge, of poetry. Such, for ciwlllp~e, are 
the verses Goethe introduced into Wilhel~ er. In such a 
way did the Romantics incorporate their c es into their 
prose-and, as is well known, the Romantics ~orlsluered the pres- 
ence of verses in the novel (verses s directly intentional 
expressions of the author) one of its tive features. In other 
examples, incorporated verses refract autnorial intentions; for ex- 
ample, Lensky's poem in Evgenij Onegin, "Where, o where 1 
you gone. . . ." Although the verses from Wilhelm Meister 
be directly attributed to Goethe (which is actually done), I 
"Where, o where have you gone. . . be attributed 
to Pushkin, or if so, only as a poem ipecial group 
comprising "parodic stylizations" : also locate 
Grinev's poem in The Ca~tain's Luugnzerj. rlnally, poems in- 
corporated into a nc also be completely objectified, as are, 
for example, Capti radkin's verses in Dostoevsky's The 
Possessed. 

A similar situation is the novel's every possi- 
ble kind of maxim and aphorism; th late between 
the purely objective (the "word on cllaplay anu me directly in- 
tentional, the fully conceptualized philosophical dicta 
of the autl ;elf (unconditional discourse spoken with no 
qualificatic stancing). Thus we find, in the novels of Jean 
Paul-which are so rich in aphorisms-a broad sca rada- 
tions between the various aphorisms, from purely ve to 
directly intentional, with the author's intentions ed in 
varying degrees in each case. 

In Evgenij Onegin aphorisms and I r on 
the plane of parody or of irony-th, s in 
these dicta are to a greater or lesser exrenr rerractea. ror exam 
the maxim 

is given us on a lighthearted, parodic plane, althoueh one can still 
feel throughout a close proximity, almost a fusio 
intentions. And yet the lines that immediately fc 

uthorial n Meist, 
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This exampl e to illustrate tl. 
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Onegin's (fashionably : intentions, therefore the author 
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him. 
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lbut f l  lsited author or character), character speech, 
cham stly various introductory or framing genres 
are the uaslc; . r incorporating and organizing heteroglos- 
sia in the novel. All these forms permit languages to be used in 
ways that are indirect, conditional, distanced. They all signify a 
relativizing of linguistic consciousness in the perception of lan- 
guage borders-borders created by history and society, and even 
the most fundamental borders (i.e., those between languages as 
such)-and permit expression of a feeling for the materiality of 
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language that defines such a relativized consciousness. This rela- 
tivizing of linguistic consciousness in no way requ: :orre- 
sponding relativizing in the semantic intentions :lves: 
even within a prose linguistic consciousness, inten~lur~s them- 
selves can be unconditional. But be Le idea of a singular 
language (a sacrosanct, unconditio vage) is foreign to 
prose, prosaic consciousness must ur~r~estrate its own-even 
though unconditional-semantic intentions. Prose conscious- 
ness feels cramped when it is confined to only one out of a multi- 
tude of heteroglot languages, for one linguistic timbre is inade- 
quate to it. 

We have touched upon only thost the 
most important variants of the EUI IUVC~,  uu t  m mem- 
selves they do not, of course, exhaust all the possible means for 
incorporating and organizing heteroglossia in the novel. A com- 
bination of all these forms in separate given novels, and con- 
sequently in various generic types generated by these novels, is 

1 possible. Of such a sort is the classic and purest model of the 
el as genre-Cervantes' Don Quixote, which realizes in itself. 

A.A -xtraordinarv d e ~ t h  and breadth, all the artistic ~ossibilities of 
logized r 

c 

trated dialogue of two voices, two world views, two languages. 
Double-voiced, internally dialogized discourse is also possible, 

of course, in a language system that is hermetic, pure and unitary, 
a system alien to the linguistic relativism of prose consciousness; 
it follows that such discourse is also possible in the purely poetic 
genres. But in those systems there is no soil to nourish the devel- 
opment of such discourse in the slightest meaningful or essential 
way. 1 is very :ad in rl 
genres ling as ii ithin tht 
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af ie  to stratity langua- therefore rhetorical g e n z a t  
best m G l Y a d i s t a n c e d  echo of this becoming, narrowed down to 
an individual ~olemic. 

~Gdh poetic and rhetorical double-voicedness, cut off from any 

: major 1 
ropean I: - -  . 

Forms ty 
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process-of linguistic stratification, may be adequately unfolded 
into an individual dialogue, into individual argument and con- 
versation between two persons, even while the exchanges in the 
dialogue are immanent to a single unitary language: they may 
not be in agreement, they may even be opposed, but they are di- 
verse neither in their speech nor in their language. Such double- 
voicing, remaining within the boundaries of a single hermetic 
and unitary language system, without any underlying fundamen- 
tal soc 
ondaq 
The in 
to a single and unitary language and to a consistently monologic 
style, can never be a fundamental form of discourse: it is merely a 
game, a tempest in a teapot. 

The double-voicedness one finds in prose is of another sort 
altoget :re-on the rich soil of novelistic prose-double- 
voiced ws its energy, its dialogized ambiguity, not from in- 
dividuul ul~~unances, misunderstandings or contradictions (how- 
ever tragic, however firmly grounded in individual destinies); in 
the novel, this double-voicedness slnks its roots deep into a fun- 
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damental, socio-linguistic speech diversity and multi-languaged- 
ness. True, even in the novel heteroglossia is by and large always 
personified, incarnated in individual human figures, with dis- 
agreements and op?ositions individualized. But such oppositions 
of individu md minds are submerged in social heteroglos- 
sia, they a ceptualized through it. 0 ositions betyeen 
indwduals air; u111y surface u p h e a v a l s s f ~ ~ u n t a m e  elements ---- 

-- 

+ 
in social heterog16sia, surface manifestations-of-those-elements 
t h a a y  on such individual oppositions, maketheracon@adie 
t-e-tbe~r consci~~SsS&ddiscourses with a more fun- 
dament-eech - diversity. 

Therefore the internal di d prose dis- 
course can never be exhau' rnatlcally [just as the meta- 

, phoric energy of l a  an never be exhausted thematically); \ it can never be d e ~  into the motivation or subject for a 
manifest dialogue, 5 night fully embody, with no residue, 
the internally dialopl; po~ential embedded in linguistic hetero- 
glossia. The internal dialogism of authentic prose discourse, 
which grows organically out of a stratified and heteroglot lan- 
guage, cannot fundamentally be dramatized or dramatically re- 
solved (brought to an authentic end); it cannot ultimately be 
fitted into the frame of any manifest dialogue, into the frame of a 
mere conversation between persons; it is not ultimately divisible 
into verbal exchang ssing precisely marked boundarie~.~~ n This double-voicedr )rose is prefigured in language itself 

. J5 (in authentic metapl well as in myth), in.language as a so- $:{ y! - lenon red in this that process is becoming of becoming. in histor: 
-ed 

iyizing-oflinguis t i c ~ ~ ~ s c i o u s n e  , s u c ~ a ~  par- & ticiwu.u~l ~ I I  thescsjal multi- and va* - 
,.F -- ~- ~- gedness ~ of 6 l v 2  
C 

languages, the various wanderings of 
- c and expressiyej tentions a 3  fhe rrajectorymfTi6 cor esstbrou&.vario 

lan-1 eqG1ly we11 conceptualized a1 
equdIy objective), the inevitable necessity for such a conscior 
ness to speak indirectly, conditionally, in a refracted way-the 
are all indispensable prerequisites for an authentic double-voic, 
pros s double-voicedness makes its prc 
by t 2 living heteroglossia of language, 

multi-languagedness sur ~urishing; his own con- 
sciousness; it is not inve~ cal po- 
lemics with another pers 

If the novelist loses toucn wrrn this linaulaur. t ; l " u l ~  vf prose 
style, if he is unable to attain the heights of a relativized, Galilean 
linguistic consciousness, if he is deaf to organic double-voiced- 
ness and to the internal dialogization of living and evolving dis- 
course,  ill never comprehend, or even realize, the actual 
possibil tasks of the novel as a genre. He may, of course, 
create all ~ I L ~ S L ~ C  work that compositionally and thematically 
will be similar to a novel, will be "made" exactly as a novel is 
made, but he will not thereby have created a novel. The style will 
always give him away. We will recognize the naively self-con- 
fident or obtusely stubborn unity of a smooth, pure single-voiced 
language (perhaps accompanied by a primitive, artificial, worked- 
up double-voicedness). We quickly sense that such an author 
finds it easy to purge his work of speech diversity: he simply does 
not listen to the fundamental heteroglossia inherent in actual 
language; he mistakes social overtones, which create the timbres 
of words, for irritating noises that it is his task to eliminate. The 
novel, when torn out of authentic linguistic speech diversity, 
emerges in most cases as a "closet drama," with detailed, fully de- 
veloped and "artistically worked out" stage directions (it is, of 
course, bad drama). In such a novel, divested of its 
sity authorial language inevitably ends up in th 
absurd position of the language of stage directions III p lay ;  

: double-voiced prose word has a double meaning. But the 
: word, in the narrow sense, also has a double, even a multi- 
leaning. It is this that basically distinguishes it from the 

word as :, or the word as term. The poetic word is a trope, 
requiril ise feeling for thc :anings contained in it. 

But r :r how one unde the interrelationship of 
meanings m a poetic symbol (a trope,, this interrelationship is 
never of the dialogic sort; it is impossible under a1 
at any time to imagine a trope (say, a metaphor) 
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Spielhagen focuse! sely such unnovelistic novels, and ign 
cisely the kind of potential specific to the novel as a genre. As a theoretlclan 
Spielhagen was deaf to heteroglot lani to that which it specifically 
generates: double-voiced discourse. - - -  - - - - - - - -  
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N celed out between two separate voices. For this reason t m  

$ meaning (or multiple meaning) of the symbol never brings in its 
\ wake dual accents. On the contrary, one voice, a single-accent 

system, is fully sufficient ss poetic ambiguity. It is possi- 
ble to interpret the interr~ lips of different meanings in a 
symbol logically (as the rc lip of a part or an individual to 
the whole, as for example a proper noun that has become a sym- 
bol, or the relationship of the concrete to the abstract and so on]; 
one may grasp this relationship philosophically and ontologically, 
as a special kind of representational relatiol * lation. 
ship between essence and appearance and be may 
shift into the foreground the emotional and v e  ulrnension 
of such relationship-but all these types of relationships between 
various meanings do not and cannot go beyond the boundaries of 
the relationship between a word and its object, or the boundaries 
of various aspects in the object. The entire event is played out be- 
tween the word and its object; all of the play of the I ;ymbol 
is in that space. A symbol cannot presuppose any f u ~  ntal re- 
lationship to another's word, to another's voice. Tht pvlyserny of 
the poetic symbol presupposes the a voice with which it 
is identical, and it presupposes th, a voice is completely 
alone within its own discourse. A! s another's voice, an- 
other's accent, the possibility of another's point of view breaks 

this play of the symbol, the poetic plane is destroyed and 
the symbol is translated onto the plane of prose. 

betweenambiguity; and 
it is sufficient to take an 1 and 

i n 3  c O r E s p o n 8 1 - ~ ~ a p  text, 
of course), tkn-imnt&&iifo it one's own volcr, ru refract 
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. . symbol-wnue r ~ u r s e ,  a symbol-is at one and the 
same time translated onto the plane of prose and becomes a dou- 
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rovich Kal the habit of avoiding certain words, 
and expressions connected W ~ L ~ L  ~11~111. He made up double-voiced con- 
structions outside any context, exclusively on the intonational plane: "'Well, 
yes, as you see, your devoted husband, as devoted as in the first year of mar- 
riage, is burning with impatience to see you,' he said in his slow high-pitched 
voice and in the tone in which he almost always addressed her, a tone of deri- 
sion for anyone who could really talk like that" [Anna Karenina [New York: 
Signet, 19611 part I, ch. 30; translation by David Magarshack]. 27. w 
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cast over the symbol (an operation of this sort would naturally re- 

7 

sult in a rather simple and primitive double-voiced structure). 
An example of this simplest type of prosification of the 

symbol in Evgenij Onegin is the stanza on Lensky: 

Of love he [Lensky] sang, love's service choosing, 
And timid was his simple t 
As ever artless maiden's ml 

27 
As babes aslumber, as the r , , ,~~~ .  . . . 

The p nbols of this stanza are organized simultaneously 
at two 1 e level of Lensky's lyrics themselves-in the se- 
mantic al, .,,ressive system of the "GWtigen Geistl'-and on 
the level of Pushkin's speech, for whom the "Gottigen Geist" 
with its language and its poetics is merely an instantiation of the 
literary heteroglossia of the epoch, but one that is already becom- 
ing typical: a fresh tone, a fresh voice amid the multiple voices of 
literary language, literary world views and the life these world 
views regulate. Some other voices in this heteroglossia-of lit- 
erature and of the real life contemporaneous with it-would be 
Onegin's Byronic-Chateaubriandesque language, the Richardso- 
nian language and world of the provincial Tatiana, the down-to- 
earth rustic language spoken at the Larins' estate, the language 
and the world of Tatiar tersburg and other languages as 
well-including the ind guages of the author-which un- 
dergo change in the coulx vr work. The whole of this hetero- 
glossia (Evgenij Onegin is an encyclopedia of the styles and lan- 
guages of the epoch) orchestrates the intentions of the author and 
is responsible for the authentically novelistic style of this work. 

Thus the images in the above-cited stanza, b 
(metaphorical) poetic symbols serving Lensky 
Lensky's belief system, become double-voiced prosc: ~ y l  
the system of Pushkin's speech. These are, of course, authentic 
prose symbols, arising from the heteroglossia inherent in the ep- 
och's evolving literary language, not a superficial, rhetorical par- 
ody or 
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'e offer an analysis of this example in the essay "From the Prehistory 
llistic Discourse1' (cf. pp. 43-45 in the current volume). 
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tive practice, and the sin&-weied4suMe-or multiple meaning ? t h C n d s  expression in the purely poetic symbol. The ambiguity . . ~ - 

of double-volced d r e r n a i i y  dlaio~ized, fraught wi& 

lave spm 
also nov 

louble-vc 
and vari; 
lovelist . 
-~ - - - -  

dialogue, and may in fact even give birth to dialogues cimprised - - -  
of truly separate voices (but s o p e s  are not dramatic; they 
are, rather, interminable pro ves). What is more, double- 
voicedness is never exhauste ;e dialogues, it cannot be ex- 
tracted fully from the discourse-nor by a rational, logical count- 
ing of the individual parts, nor by drawing distinctions between 
the various parts of a monologic unit of discourse (as happens in 
rhetoric), nor by a definite cut-off between the verbal exchanges 
of a finite dialogue, such as occurs in the theater. Authentic dou- 
ble-voicedness, although it generates novelistic prose dialogues, 
is not exhausted in these dialogues and remains in the discourse, 
in language, like a spring of dialogism that never runs dry-for 
the internal dialogism of discourse is something that inevitably 
accompanies the social, contradictory historical becoming of 
language. 

If the central problem in poetic theory is the problem of the po- 
etic symbol, then the central problem in prose theory is the prob- 

. . .. . . 

lem of the d )iced, in1 d word, in - di- 
verse types m s .  

For the I: working bject is a: :n- 
tangled in someone else's discourse aDour ir, it is alreaay presenl 
with qualifications, an object of dispute that is conceptualize( 
and evaluated variously, inseparable from the heteroglot socia 
apperception of it. The novelist speaks of this "already qualifi- 
world" in a language that is heteroglot and internally dialogizc 
Thus both object and language are revealed to the novelist 
their historical dimension, in the process of social and heterog 
becoming. For the novelist, there is no world outside his soc 
heteroglot perception-and there is no language outside the h 
eroglot intentions that stratify that world. Therefore it is possil 
to have, even in the novel, that profound but unique unity o 
language (or more precisely, of languages) with its own obje 
with its own world, unity of the sort one finds in poetry. Just 
the poetic image seems to have been born out of language itsc 
to 1 iically from it, to en pre-formed in 
SO i nages seem to 1: d organically on 
their own douv~e-voiced language, pre-IUIIII~~, as it were, with11 
it, in the innards of the distinctive multi-speechedness organic 
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to that language. In the novel, the "already bespoke quality" 
logovorennost'] of the world is woven together with the "already 
uttered" quality [peregovorennost'] of language, into the unitary 
event of the world's heteroglot becoming, in both social con- 
sciousness and language. 

Even the poetic word (ii .row sense) must break through 
to its object, penetrate th word in which the object is en- 
tangled; it also encounters nereroglot language and must break 
through in order to create a unity and a pure intentionality 
(wh~ch is neither given nor ready-made). But the trajectory of the 
poetic word toward its own object and toward the unity of lan- 
guage is a path along which the poetic word is continually en- 
countering someone else's word, and each takes new bearings 
from the other; the records of the passage remain in the slag of 
the creat :h is then cleared away (as scaffolding is 
cleared a uction is finished), so that the finished 
work may rise as uIilrary speech, one co-extensive with its object, 
as if it were speech about an "Edenic" world. This single-voiced 
purity and unqualified directness that intentions possess in po- 
etic discourse so crafted is purchased at the price of a certain con- 
ventionality in poetic language. 

If the art of poetry, as a utopian )hy of genres, gives rise 
to the conception of a p~re ly  pot .ahistorical language, a I p  
language far removed from the peuy rounds of everyday life, a 
language of the gods-then it must be said that th rt of prose is 
close to a conception of languages.as~historically - -- concrete an 
i- 

=--dE- 
. ' e prose art presumes a deliberate feeling for the his- 

torical and social concreteness of living discourse, as well as its 
relativity, a feeling for its participation in historical becoming and 
in social struggle; it deals with discourse that is still warm from 
that struggle and hostility, as yet unresolved and still fraught with 
hostile intentions and accents; prose art finds discourse in this 
state and subjects it to the dynamic-unity of its own style. 
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images of speaking persons-or it enters as the fully embdied 
image of a posited author, of narrators or, finally,-as characters. 
-'-.o~sTsu~ ackiiowledge any unitary, singular, na- 

ively (or conditionally) indisputable or sacrosanct language. Lan- 
guage is present to the novelist only as something stratified and 
heteroglot. Therefore, even when heteroglossia remains outside 
the novel, when the novelist comes forward with his own unitary 
and fully affirming language (without anv &tan_cing, refraction 
or qualifications) he knows t-cis-notself-evident 
amtimot in itself incontestable, that it is uttered in a heteroglot 
environment, that sucl 1st be championed, pu- 
rified, defended, motiva ren such unitary and di- 
rect language is polemic ~pulugenc, that is, it interrelates 
dialogically wid - glossia. It is precisely this that defines the 
utterly distincti tation of discourse in the novel-an ori- 
entation that is ed, contestable a _ n & c ~ n t e s t i n ~ - f ~ s  
discourse can no^ Iurger or ignore, either through naivete or by de- 
sign, the heteroglossia that surrounds it. 

Thus heteroglossia either enters the novel ir 
(SO to 

speak) and assumes material form within it in LIIC ~11lages of 
speaking persons, or it determin 3ialogizing background, 
the special resonance of novelist Lrse. 

From this follows the decisive allu ulstinctive importance of 
the novel as a genre: the human being in the novel is first, fore- 
most and always a speaking human being; the novel rzquires 
spe&q-persons bringing with them their own unique ideo10~- 
cal discourse, their own language 

The fundamental condition, th novel, 
that which is responsible for its st speak- 
ing person and his disco 

To properly understan nguish 
with great care between 

(I) The speaking persoil ~ l l u e d i s c o u r s e  in tne novel is an ob- 
ject of rtistic representation. A speaking person's dis- 
course i we1 is not merely transmitted or reproduced; it 
is, preci3~;1~, ~ ~ ~ i s t i c u l l y  r e w t e d  and thus-in contrast to 
drama-it is r-6y means of (authorial) - ;e. But 
the speaking p e r E n ~ c o u r s e  as the obje - course 
are highly specific: one cannot talk about discourn= vile talks 
about other objects of spl ~gs, phenomena, events 
and so forth; such discoui utely special formal de- 
vices of speech and its ov C 3  l"1  presenting words. 

(a) Individual character and individual fates-and the individ- 
ual discourse that is determined by these and only these-are in 
themselves of no concern for the novel. The distinctive qualities 
of a character's discourse always strive for a certain social signifi- 
cance, a social breadth; such discourses are always potential lan- 
guages. Therefore a character's discourse may also be a factor 
stratifying language, introducing heteroglossia into it. 

(31 The speaking person in the novel is always, to one degree 
another, an ideologue, and his words are always ideo1ogemes.A 
particular language in a novel is always a particular way3f1iew: 
ing the w i v H o ~ Z Z a l T ~ ~ ~ i e .  It is pre- 
cisely a s ~ x z z  discourse becomes the object of rep- 
resentation in the novel, and it is for the same reason novels 
are never in danger of becoming a mere aimless verbal play. 
The novel, bein3 a dialogired representation of annideo1ogica1ly 
freighted discourse (in most cases actual and really present) is of 
all verbal genres the one least susceptible to aesthet icism-asd 
to a purely formalistic playing about with words. Thus when an 
aesthete undertakes to write a novel, his aestheticism is not re- 
vealed in the novel's formal construction, but exclusively in the 
fact that in the novel there is represented a speaking person who 
happens to be an ideologue for aestheticism, who exposes convic- 
tions that then are subjected in the novel to contest. Of such a 
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P 
The speaking person and his discourse is, as we have ad~u, 

makes a novel a novel, the thing responsible for the uniqueness of 
the genre. But in a novel, of course, the speaking person is not all 
hat is represented, and people themselves need not be repre- 
)ex ras speakers. No less than picl 
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